
Dark Secret

Dog Eat Dog

you want step into my size 9's
 -fine
 just remember that I mountain climb
 over terrain changing constantly
 like the weather
 it might be better if you reconsider
 you're not equiped
 to handle the business
 of grown man shit
 how we're dealing with big things
 known only to me
 and I think you may agree
 that staying in your shoes
 is the move for your kiddies 

you can't do what I do
 you won't - you won't go where I go
 you don't see the things I see

 you don't - you don't know what I know 

would you reveal
 the things you conceal
 if you were told brutal truth
 given proof
 could you deal?
 take the hard way
 of principal and ritual
 such is the true path
 of an individual
 would you conceive
 or even believe
 if it was calling your name
 could you even receive?

 deliberate steps
 dogmatic moves made correct
 and gettin' paper under tables
 to cashing pay checks
 yes! 

you can't do what I do
 you won't - you won't go where I go
 you don't see the things I see
 you don't - you don't know what I know 

where it begins
 when will it end?
 that's the prominent question
 in the method of deception
 you never know
 how situations will go
 but you're playing the role
 when you try to control, see
 is it your pride?
 keeps it alive
 you're all twisted inside
 you got something to hide
 you're



 not prepared for this attitude
 cause you something to prove
 nothing to lose 

so what's your dark secret? Huh?
 Tell me where the fuck do you keep it? 

you can't do what I do
 you won't - you won't go where I go
 you don't see the things I see
 you don't - you don't know what I know
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